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Magic Star Block

Everything YOU piece, is magic!
This block have fuzzy cut pieces.
The fabrics have lovely patterns and I wanted to use
those to add more visual interest!
Materials/ cutting list:
A: 1– 3,5” square from grey flower fabric, fuzzy cut
B: 2– 1” x 3,5” strips from striped brown fabric
C: 2– 1” x 4,5” strips from striped brown fabric
D: 4– 3,5” squares from peach flower fabric, fuzzy cut
E: 4– 1,5” squares from coral fabric
F: 8– 1,5” x 3,5” cream solid strips
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G: 4– 4,5” cream solid squares
H: 8– 2,5” black flower squares
Some of the pieces for this block is fuzzy cut. I got a
fat eight piece of the peach flower fabric, and out of
this piece I could fuzzy cut 4 squares (see photo). But
you may need more fabric to fuzzy cut the squares.
Please see the direction of the flower stems.
I used Aurifil 50wt thread in colour grey 2605 to piece
the block.
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The Magic Star Block is made by piecing together 9 smaller
4,5” blocks:

The Centre Block is made from A, B and C.
Sew the B strips to each side of the A Square.
Press the seam allowance to the darkest fabric.
Sew the C strips to top and bottom of the A square. Press.
Trim the centre block to 4,5” square.

Block 2 is the corner units. It is made from D,
E and F.
Lay out all the pieces to secure correct placement
of the fuzzy cut pieces.
Sew the E corner square til the short side of the F
cream solid strip. Make 4.
Press the seam allowance to the darkest fabric.
Sew the D flower square til the long side of the F
cream solid strip. Make 4.
Press the seam allowance to the darkest fabric.
Sew the pieces together to make 4 squares.
Please see photo.
Trim each square to 4,5” square.
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Block 3 is made from G and H.
Draw a diagonal line on the wrong
side on the dark H squares.
This will be the stitching line.
Follow the steps shown below.
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Place the H square on
the G square, right
sides together, aligning raw edges.

Sew on the diagonal line. Trim 1/4”
from stitching line
and discard.

Open and press.
Repeat with another
H square.

Open and press.
Trim to 4,5” square.
Make 4 small
blocks.

Assembling the Magic Star
block:
Lay out all small blocks as the
photo shows.
Pay attention to the placement of
the fuzzy cut corner blocks.
Sew the small blocks together in
3 rows. Sew the rows together to
make the block.
Press.
Trim the block to 12,5” square.
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